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BRIEF
With the new Z-E4626, ZENEC has a new navigation system for permanent 
mounting in Mercedes-Benz Sprinter II, Vito and Viano motorhomes in 
its portfolio. The Z-E4626 offers optimal in-vehicle integration, and has 
the latest infotainment functions: extra large 20.3 cm/8“ touchscreen, 
multituner system with DAB+, CD/DVD drive, USB port, iPod/iPhone 
connection, Parrot Bluetooth module and a Smartlink interface. The EU 
map package with 47 countries (incl. TR) contains more than 10 million 
kilometers of European roads, and over 6 million Premium POI. The spe-
cial motor caravan sat nav software of the Z-E4626 is specifi cally tailored 
for use in motorhomes. By entering a vehicle profi le and vehicle-specifi c 
data, route fi nding can be perfectly matched to Mercedes-Benz based 
motorhomes. Detailed information on campsite and motorhome stop-
over sites throughout Europe is offered by the preinstalled, very compre-
hensive Camping POI package (in German language only).

LONG
The fi rst sunny days awaken the urge to travel among motorhome fans, 
and arouse the desire for relaxing journeys to exciting places. Yet without 
reliable navigation software specifi cally for motorhomes that good mood 
can soon evaporate. If you have ever stood in front of a bridge that was 
too low with your motorhome, then you will know the problem.

With the new Z-E4626, ZENEC, a leading supplier of navigation systems 
in the motorhome segment, now has the latest naviceiver for the Merce-
des-Benz Sprinter II, Vito and Viano motorhomes in its portfolio – a 
device that meets the particular challenges of navigating large, heavy 
vehicles. By entering a vehicle profi le and vehicle-specifi c data, route 
fi nding can be perfectly matched to Mercedes-Benz based motorhomes. 
Risky and time consuming driving without a clear heading to reach desti-
nation is avoided. 

With its EU map package (47 countries, including Turkey), and more than 
6 million Premium POI, the Mercedes specialist guides you reliably to 
any destination in Europe. But that’s not all: Detailed information on 

campsite and motorhome stopover sites throughout Europe is offered by 
the comprehensive preinstalled CampingSchaf POI package (German 
language only).

The Z-E4626 combines the most modern navigation technology with the 
latest multimedia functions, and perfect in-car integration. It blends in 
perfectly with the original Mercedes-Benz look, including the amber 
button illumination. Vehicles with a multifunction steering wheel are 
supported by stalk interfaces, available separately.

The Z-E4626 brings ZENEC‘s fascinating entertainment world to the 
Benz. Music and videos can be experienced in top quality from CD, DVD, 
USB, iPod/iPhone, and smartphone. The extra large 20.3 cm/8“ touch-
screen ensures crisp, sharp fi lms and pictures with fi nely resolved
details. 

With the Z-E4626 it is possible to enjoy all the program variety of the di-
gital transmission standard DAB+: free of interference. Optimal recep-
tion is provided by the multituner system where two FM/AM and two 
DAB+ tuners complement each other functionally. The dynamic back-
ground scan always keeps the station list up-to-date. The fi fth tuner 
takes care of the reception of TMC traffi c data.

Thanks to the database assisted, powerful Bluetooth unit from Parrot, 
phone calls can be conducted without compromising road safety. You 
can synchronize up to 1,000 contacts per paired phone, and use two 
mobile phones simultaneously. Naturally, the Z-E4626 also enables com-
fortable music streaming via a smartphone.

You can also easily connect a rear-view camera to the Z-E4626, and 
control it via the touchscreen. The camera is automatically started by 
engaging the reverse gear. In addition, you have the option of displaying 
grid lines for better estimation of the distance – independent of any 
particular camera model. Using the practical CAM button on the front of 
the device, the camera can also be manually turned on during the jour-
ney – thus allowing you to keep an eye on the traffi c behind, check on 
the cycle rack, or maintain an overview when hitching trailers.

Perfect fit and consistently accurate: ZENEC‘s naviceiver Z-E4626 for Mercedes-Benz  
Infotainment center and motorhome navigation system for the Mercedes-Benz Sprinter II, Vito and Viano – the Swiss firm 
ZENEC presents its latest vehicle-specific naviceiver Z-E4626.
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